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TWELVE-MILE TEST RUN ON VARIOUS BIKES
Dates: Started 26 Feb 1996 to 1 July 1996 (averaged about 2 tests per month.) The
course consists of many rolling hills with two steep hills, and about 1/3 semi-flat. Two
stop signs; no traffic lights; almost no traffic.
Bike computer readings
Heart computer readings
Dist
AVS
Time
MXS
AVH
TM ABV TM in
MAX
11.5
15.9
43:1
44
132
29:0
14:2
148
Mtn bike
54
133
39:0
13:0
150
F-40
11.6
15.4
44:3
47
134
34:0
10:2
152
FWD
10.8
14.2
45:2
37.2
134
33:4
13:0
150
FWD
10.8
14.8
43:5
36.6
132
31:1
12:4
147
Hard shell 11.9
19.9
35:3
42.2
137
29:3
6:10
brake
F-40
11.6
15.0
45:5
39
brake
Hard shell 11.7
20.4
34:3
134
24:0
10:1
152
38.9
brake
F-40
11.5
18.8
36:3
49
139
30:1
6:20
156
w/new tire
brake
F-40
11.8
18.7
37:2
49
42.2
FWD
11.8
17.1
41:3
133
28:3
-150
FWD
11.7
17.4
40:3
43.2
137
33:4
7:00
151
FWD
11.8
17.1
41:2
44.7
135
18:1
22:5
151
AVS = average speed, mph
MXS = max speed, mph
AVH = average heart rate for entire run
TM ABV = time above lower heart rate zone (75-130bpm) in minutes
TM in = time in zone, in minutes
MAX = observed while climbing, but not recorded by monitor. (Need computer down-load
model.)
Hard shell = FWD in hard-shell
brake = braking down steep hill in heavy cross winds
Bike
F-40

it feels claustrophobic, but after a while
there is more than enough room inside.
Actually, it feels quite cozy. Many of these
disadvantages are replaced by the exotic feeling of moving quickly using very little
energy. The narrowness, the tightness,
makes sense.
DW' Do you overheat in hot weather, and
do you keep warmer in cold weather than
on a bare bike? I can't keep my feet warm at
OF (-18C): can you?
JT I find that a fully faired vehicle can
be cooler than a bare bike. First, one is in
the shade. Second, one is using less energy.
Third, one can coast down the slightest
grade where others are pedaling. I mentioned in the article how rolling hills are
treated. I have been in several situations riding with others where I can cruise at
20mph/32kmh working in the 0. 1-hp/75watt range where the unfaired riders must
put out double the power. With human efficiency between 20 and 25% those riders
will be dripping with sweat. Venting is
important. I have adjustable vents for my
legs, and I need to make vents for my hands
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and possibly my head, without harming the
aerodynamics. Sitting at a stop light on a
hot day can be brutal (minimize the window area). But once in motion one is fine.
I ride all winter except in snow or ice.
The combination of no wind on one's body
and of heat from pedaling makes the ride
quite comfortable. I use very thin gloves. A
completely enclosed vehicle would be toasty
inside. At zero F (-18C) my feet get cold,
too. The cleats pull heat out of the bottom
of my feet. I'm fine down to 20E I must
make some modifications to my shoes.
DW' Do you feel that the hard-shell fairing
is an advantage in a high-speed accident
because it gives you protection from road
rash and some collisions, or do you feel that
it might cause you to slide into the path of a
vehicle?
JT I haven't had a high-speed accident
yet. I have gone down several times (most
often because I couldn't get my feet down
quickly enough at stops because the foot
hole was too small at the time) and I just
rolled over. One accident at about
14mph/22kmh resulted in the bike skidding
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with absolutely no injuries to me. I do wear
a seat belt, mainly to keep me in the bike.
Without it the tendency is to come up and
out, breaking the lighter upper parts of the
fairing. High-speed accidents are a problem
yet to be solved. I think that I would add
friction material on the sides of the fairing.
DW' Your HPV appears to be the most
compact faired machine yet made. The
advantages are obvious. Are there disadvantages?
JT: I think that my vehicle is about the
smallest around. The disadvantages are that
the short wheel-base causes too much
twitchiness at higher speeds. It also requires
a blunt nose and a cutoff tail.
DW You have two equal-size wheels, something I would like to have. You don't seem
to have full fenders (mudguards). Any comments?
JT I also like same-size wheels. I think
that it is important to minimize having to
carry extras. (Actually I don't carry any
tools, parts or pump for my local-area travels. I had to walk home only once in five
years.) I don't know of any disadvantages of
smaller wheels for this type of HPV. Bigger
wheels would handle bumps better, but the
vehicle would become bigger. Because of the
high speeds, suspension is a must. Road
bumps become road shocks at high speed.
Suspension eliminates the FWD. That is too
bad because, for a low bike, the drive train is
easier than for RWD.
I don't have full fenders. The frame down
tube does a pretty good job of keeping the
water off me. I have plastic on the back of
the seat. I am treating this bike as a prototype, and have not yet spent the time to set
it up for all-weather travel.
Also I don't have a luggage rack, just a
triangular piece of sailcloth attached to the
seat and the fairing. This is very convenient
for 90% of my cargo. Heavy pieces I tie to
the seat side rails.
From what I have learned with this HPV
I am designing another with RWD to allow
suspension, slightly longer to improve the
aerodynamic shape, and slightly higher to
give me better visibility.
John Tetz is an engineer, recently retiredafter
38years at Bell Laboratories,and having the
time of his life. He writes that hejust can't stay
off his bikes. Jgtetz@aol.com
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such as some Lightning Cycle Dynamics
models and such as the Delaire Rotator, for
instance.
Review by Dave Wilson

LETTER
Development of small wheels
(Ben Brown)
Development of small, efficient wheels is
a worthy goal in the field of HPVs because
of their clear advantages in terms of weight,
packaging and aerodynamics. The comparison of rolling resistances of small wheels vs.
more-common large bicycle wheels is an
important step in this process. Therefore, I
was interested in Ian Sims's article "Greenspeed Tyre Testing" (Human Power, vol.
12:13, Winter-Spring 1996). Unfortunately,
the author's test method does not allow a
valid comparison among varying tire sizes.
Ian reports that he used a 4.5-inch-diameter drum as his test "road surface" because
it was simple, inexpensive, and could be
directly driven by an available motor. The
problem is that running a 27-inch tire on a
4.5-inch drum is much like running a 4.5inch tire on a 27-inch drum in terms of the
contact patch shape and distortion of the
tire body, which accounts for much of the
frictional loss. We would expect that measured rolling coefficients on the small drum
would be substantially higher than on a flat
road, and that the differences among various
tire diameters would be deemphasized by
this test procedure. The former is confirmed
by a calculation of the rolling-resistance
coefficient of 0.008 for Ian's best test case
(20 watts at 30 kph and 294 N load), which
is two or three times the value typically
reported for good road tires. The latter
hypothesis is consistent with Ian's finding
that, based on this test method, small wheels
are as good as, or better than, the large. I
would love to believe this conclusion, but it
is counterintuitive and contradicts the theory and data that have been developed over
many decades.
I am hopeful that, with the hard work of
Moulton and others, small wheels with
appropriate suspensions will allow our
HPVs to be smaller, lighter and more efficient than they are today. But I'm afraid that
Ian Sims' tests do not provide valid confirmation of the superiority of small wheels at
present.
Ben Brown <Ben_Brown@e4 ius.cs.cmu.edu>
ProjectScientist, Robotics Inst., Carnegie
Mellon University
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Reciprocating-drive recumbent tricycles
for young riders with disabilities
by Stefan E. Radloff and John M. Henshaw
ABSTRACT
A two-year project focused on the design
and development of a three-wheeled humanpowered vehicle for children with disabilities. The goal of the project was to design
and construct vehicles that are usable by a
wide range of children who cannot ride conventional bicycles or tricycles, providing
both therapy and independence. The vehicles were designed for rehabilitation and
recreation of children with spina bifida, cerebral palsy, or similar conditions. The tricycles
feature recumbent seating and are powered
by reciprocating leg motion. A first-generation design focused on proving the concept
and design, while a second-generation tricycle simplified the first vehicle. Both vehicles
have proven successful over several years of
use.
INTRODUCTION
Children with disabilities present a challenge to the designer of human-powered
vehicles. Yet it is a challenge well worth the
effort, since such children can benefit greatly
from the physical and spiritual rewards
inherent in human-powered vehicles, just as
the rest of us do. This paper describes a twoyear project to develop tricycles for children
with neuromuscular disorders such as spina
bifida and cerebral palsy.
Spina bifida is a birth defect in which the
embryonic spinal cord does not form correctly during the early development of the
fetus. Closure of bone and muscle around
the spinal cord is thus also impaired.
Common symptoms of spina bifida are
hydrocephalus (fluid buildup in the brain),
weakness, loss of feeling, or paralysis of the
legs, and possible loss of bowel and bladder
function. Treatment includes surgery with
continuing exercise and physical therapy.
Spina bifida is one of the most common
birth defects, occurring in about one in a
thousand births.

erebral palsy is caused by an injury to
the brain before, during, or shortly
after birth. The injury can be caused by high
blood pressure or diabetes in the mother, an
infection, or a difficult delivery in which the
baby's brain is injured. Cerebral palsy damages the area of the brain that affects move-
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ment and muscle coordination, causing
problems ranging from mild awkwardness
to severe physical disability. Treatment primarily includes physical, speech, and occupational therapy. Like spina bifida, about
one in one-thousand children is born afflicted by cerebral palsy.
The recipient of the first tricycle,
Kramer, is an active boy with spina bifida.
He was seven when he received his tricycle.
Kramer has limited use of his legs. He has
no feeling in his feet, and wears leg braces to
keep his feet pointed forward. Kramer can
walk, and even run short distances, but he
tires easily because some of the muscle
groups in his lower legs are underdeveloped.

Despite many attempts on several tricy-

cles, Kramer lacks the coordination in
his legs to perform the rotating motion
required to power a conventional tricycle or
bicycle. Kramer's parents had purchased several tricycles for Kramer, including an
expensive tricycle custom built especially for
Kramer that is powered with combined arm
and leg power. All of these tricycles proved
to be ineffective. As a result, Kramer's
attempts at fun and exercise frequently
ended in frustration.
If Kramer represents the upper bound of
disabilities that can benefit from the type of
tricycle described herein, the recipient of the
second-generation tricycle, Jamie, can be
considered the lower bound. Jamie, who has
cerebral palsy, was 8 years old when she
received her tricycle. Jamie has never been
able to walk or otherwise move under her
own power (she lacks the arm strength to
move her own wheelchair), and requires side
support to maintain an upright seated position. Unlike Kramer, who was already physically active, the only exercise that Jamie
received was boring and repetitive physical
therapy. Jamie's doctors and physical therapists felt that the rehabilitative benefits of a
tricycle that Jamie could actually ride would
be significant.
While Kramer could exert 356 N (80
lbf) with both legs from a recumbent position, Jamie could exert only 89 N (20 lbf).
These values were determined with a simple
test - with the kids sitting sideways in a
doorway in a recumbent position and push-
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ing as hard as they could on a vertical bathroom scale. The door frame and a cushion
on one side provided back support while the
opposite frame provided a solid surface on
which to place the scale.
The results of these tests suggested that a
reciprocating drive system might be appropriate for riders like Jamie and Kramer.
Reciprocating-drive (linear-drive) humanpowered vehicles have been around for a
long time1 but have never received wide
acceptance, for a variety of reasons. The
standard rotating drive system has proven
relatively efficient, simple, and durable. One
aspect of rotating-drive systems that is not
usually considered is the significant coordination that is required to make the rotating
leg motion necessary to propel a machine by
this technique. As noted above, Kramer was
unable to make this motion, yet he could
exert significant force in simple "reciprocating" fashion. For Jamie, whose disabilities
were much more daunting, it seemed
advisable to keep the drive train as simple
as possible. Thus, it was determined to pursue reciprocating-drive systems for these
vehicles.
The recumbent position likewise suggested itself, as it improves leverage in force generation and lowers the center of gravity of
the rider and vehicle. The stability provided
by a three-wheeled vehicle was also deemed
necessary. Four-wheeled concepts were discarded as needlessly complex and heavy.

DESIGN GOALS
The primary design goal of this multi-year
project was to develop a tricycle that was
usable by the widest possible range of children with neuromuscular disorders.
Children such as Kramer and Jamie afflicted
with either spina bifida or cerebral palsy represent a significant number of these children.
Despite their wide range of disabilities,
we determined early on with the bathroom
scale-test described above that Jamie and
Kramer could perform a simple pushing
motion and apply significant force with
their legs, particularly in the recumbent
position. It was this ability that was used to
power both generations of tricycles.
Combined with leg power, recumbent seating allows for the use of a high percentage of
the rider's available power.
Several other important goals were also
considered as part of the design process.
10V
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Safety was a primary concern, especially
with respect to stability and braking. The
vehicle was to be as lightweight and portable
as possible. Their tricycles needed to be
adjustable so that both Kramer and Jamie
would not quickly outgrow them. It was
also important that the design not be a custom fit, that is, the tricycle needed to be ridable by a wide range of disabled and able
children. When possible, standard bicycle
parts were used to help minimize machining
and repair costs. Effort was also made to
minimize overall cost of the finished product. Finally, it was important to make using
the vehicle fun. For Kramer, fun was synonymous with fast, and for Jamie, fun
would be simply the ability to move under
her own power.

FIRST-GENERATION DESIGN
After considering several reciprocatingdrive mechanism concepts, a final concept
was chosen for the tricycle as shown
schematically in figures 1 and 2.
The first-generation tricycle is a recumbent design, allowing Kramer to push
against the seat back as he applies force to
the pedals. Pedal force is transmitted
through the cable crank and a cable to a
one-way-clutch mechanism. When force is
no longer applied to the pedal, a return
spring pulls the cable and returns the pedal
to its starting position. From the one-way
clutch, force is transferred via a chain
through a five-speed hub to the rear axle.
The return spring is necessary because
spina-bifida and cerebral-palsy children,
while possessing excellent leg-extension
strength as described above, often have difficulty retracting their legs for the start of the
next stroke.

Figure 1. Top view schematic offirst-generation
tricycle drive train
An important feature of the drive-train
mechanism is that the two pedals are not
12 Number 4, Spring 1997
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linked together. The pedals can be pushed
independently, or both can be pushed at the
same time. The five-speed hub is internally
geared, allowing stationary shifting as well as
providing the low gear ratios to climb hills
and high ratios for higher speeds.

inally, the first-generation design
includes custom pedals that secure
Kramer's unfeeling feet against slipping, and
also allow Kramer to get his feet in and out
of the pedals quickly and safely without
assistance. The tricycle was constructed
using a welded frame of straight-gage carbon-steel tubing, and with as many standard
bicycle parts as possible to reduce cost and
allow for easy maintenance. Specifically, the
standard parts include the 20-inch wheels,
handlebars, internally geared hub, front
drum brake, chain, crank arms, recumbent
seat, and drive cog. The cable crank, pedals,
and one-way clutch were custom made. For
ease of use and because of the configuration
of the frame, a single drum brake mounted
on the front wheel was used to brake the tricycle. Drum brakes provide smooth, reliable
braking action, and are easier to mount and
less susceptible to fading in wet conditions
than conventional caliper brakes. For seating, a standard aluminum-and-nylon-mesh
re-cumbent bicycle seat was used. A simple
frame manufactured from square aluminum
tubing both attached the seat to the frame
and allowed front-to-rear changes in the
position of the seat. The first-generation
prototype weighed about 23 kg (50 lbf),
and had a total materials and assembly cost
of about $1700, including design, development, construction of the test model, and
testing.

FIRST-GENERATION TESTING
Before constructing the first-generation
prototype, a preliminary test model was
constructed by modifying an industrialgrade, adult-size tricycle (of the type often
seen in factories). The test model or "mule",
shown in figure 3, proved that the proposed
drive mechanism worked. The design team
observed Kramer extensively while he rode
the test model, both outdoors and indoors
on a modified set of bicycle rollers. These
tests proved to be important in modifying
the design of the final prototype that was
delivered to Kramer. Tests of force exerted
versus leg position showed that Kramer
could apply the least amount of force to the
pedal when his legs were the least extended.
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2.0 Calculating power losses
due to tire scrub
The amount of power loss in a system
whose trailing arms are perpendicular to the
secondary axles of the steered wheels is
determined by the "degree of scrub" (D) for
each wheel. This can be defined as the angular offset between the optimal turn angle of
a properly compensated system and that of a
system whose wheels stay parallel to each
other. In the uncompensated system, the
distance between the points where the tie
rods connect to the trailing arms remains
the same throughout the turn. Energy is lost
from the system through the lateral velocity
vector VL (see figure 3). Calculating VL
requires that we know both the forward
velocity V (in meters/second) and 0 D,
according to the vector analysis in equation
3:
VL=Vsin0 D

Equation3
For each wheel, finding Or is a matter of
determining the difference between the
optimum wheel angle and that achieved
with perpendicular trailing arms, using
equation 4:
0L LT0RT

D=-

2

Equation 4
This equation assumes that the total angular
differential will be evenly distributed
between both steered wheels, and automatically establish an equal 0 D between them.
Under realistic conditions, this will necessarily not always be the case. However, as one
wheel establishes a more optimal line,
reducing scrub, the other will always go farther away, increasing scrub losses by a comparable amount. This equation may not
model the system for all
possible variations in leftto-right wheel-angle deviation, but will be adequate
for the purpose of this
investigation. A rough
assessment of the total
power loss in the entire
VL
system is the quantity
sought.
Figure3 (left). Force-resolu0 L tion diagramfor uncompensated wheel.
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The quantity of power loss per steered wheel
can be estimated through the use of the base
equation 5.
This calculation assumes no resistance to
motion, and thus no power loss, in any
force vector that proceeds in the plane of the
wheel. The velocity vector perpendicular to
the plane, VL, will attempt to drag the wheel
sideways. This friction-generating vector
multiplied by the force required to drag the
tire against the pavement gives us the power
lost through this vector, in watts. The frictional force is determined by the proportion
of the normal force M on each steered
wheel, in kilograms, converted to Newtons
and multiplied by the sliding frictional coefficient of rubber against pavement, jg. The
value of M is determined through the application of equation 6, which analyzes the distribution of the entire vehicle and rider mass
over the three wheels by the location of the
center of gravity of the whole.
Equation 5 does not take into account
weight-distribution factors that may be generated through centrifugal forces and body
roll in the turn. It is assumed that as weight
increases over one wheel, it will decrease
comparably on the other, equalizing the fullsystem value. Nor does it accommodate
such variability caused by swerving or wheel
wobble. Rather, it gives us an averaged
approximation, as if these forces were not
present. For the purpose of these calculations, this will be adequate. More precise
evaluation of these other forces become
more crucial in the more detailed aspects of
steering-system design.
MgIkVL
9.81
Equation5. Total single-wheelpower loss (in
watts) by uncompensatedturned wheels:
(M is the wheel load (kg), and Jlk is
the coefficient of sliding friction.
WbM-WbJ
2
Wb
Equation 6 Calculation ofindividual wheel
loadfor three-wheeled vehicle.
(MT is the weight of the vehicle (kg);
J is the distance from steered wheel
axle to center of gravity, and
Wb is the wheelbase length.
To arrive at a general equation for power
loss, we first incorporate equations 1 and 2
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into equation 4, and equation 4 into 3. We
then incorporate the resultant along with
equation 6 into equation 5 to arrive finally
at equation 7, the general equation for
power loss from uncompensated turned
wheel (for both wheels, multiply by 2):

V(WMW
ArctanW
-r +T)A

VPk(WbMT-_WbJ
sin[.
PLm=

2

Wan

)

19.62Wb

Equation 7
To analyze equation 7, we introduce values descriptive of the geometry and weight
of a typical three-wheeled recumbent-type
vehicle with rider (variables Wb= 1.07m,
Ww+T=0.46m, MT=90kg, and J=0.4m). For
the sliding frictional coefficient Lk, an apparatus was constructed to measure the friction of a typical high-pressure bicycle tire
against concrete. This test yielded an average
value of 1.2. A full analysis requires that we
evaluate equation 7 across a full range of
both velocities and turn radii. The data in
table 1 give the total power loss for each
steered wheel and are shown graphically in
figure 4. From the data, it is apparent that
power losses maximize at lower turn radius
and increase with speed. This makes logical
sense as, from the discussion in section 1.0,
the differential between optimum 0R and 0 L
also increases at lower radius. The values
shown at very low radius and very high
speed would in all likelihood never occur,
because the chances of there being a steering
system that would allow this kind of
dynamic turn are slim.

3.0 Calculating optimized trailing
arm angle to minimize energy loss
Modifying trailing-arm angle is a common technique that has been used extensively in the design of vehicles to minimize
the amount of energy loss from tire scrub in
turns. Developing the proper mathematical
model to describe this system and to determine the optimum value is another matter.
The methodology used here is presented in
some detail so as to permit duplication and
adaptation to related projects.
Before proceeding with a mathematical
analysis of this system, it is first necessary to
understand the principle behind the solution. As was stated previously, minimizing
drag necessarily requires that we minimize
the potential difference between the optimum angle of each wheel plane with respect
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3R(opt)

=0s-atan(

2_(

W

C2_Dw2_(W p)2-H-2-2D(W P)

WWP
HL~As-

Equation 9
This equation gives the optimum characteristic right trailing-arm angle OR(opt) based on
initial trailing arm angle Os, radius of curve
to central plane of vehicle (R), distance from
central tie-rod connection to vertical pivot
AR (Ww), wheelbase length (WB), tie-rod
length (C), and half rack length (T).
Our third step involves the calculation to
find the lateral offset P of the central tie-rod
connecting point(s) when the vehicle makes
its turn (see figure 6). The process of deriving this calculation is similar to that done to
establish equation 8. In this case, we analyze
only the right-hand-side quadrilateral's
change in shape as the wheel turns, as
reflected in the change in length of the same
diagonal. The quadratic equation is then
utilized to solve for P, yielding equation 10
(below).
The fourth step requires that we calculate the reaction movement to the left-side
four-bar linkage that the offset P causes.
This will determine the left-side wheel rotation about AL. Once again, we use the twotriangle methodology similar to that used in
deriving equations 8 and 10. We solve the
resultant equality for our desired value, 0L,
through the use of the quadratic equation.
By this we arrive at equation 11 (above,
right).
Finally, we must find out what the optimum left-wheel rotation OL(opt) should be so

that we can compare it with the values
derived from the analysis of equation 11.
Equation 12 gives us this value. Like equation 9, it is a right-triangle solution of the
steered wheel's geometry in the turn, but is
based on equation 2 rather than equation 1.
4.0 Analysis of
optimization calculations
A full assessment of this system requires
that we cover a broad spectrum of possible
solutions for trailing-arm angles. This not
only provides us with the greatest opportunity of finding a solution but also a better
idea of what is happening dynamically with
variations in geometry. For our ultimate
goal, namely finding the optimum trailingP=DcosGR(opt)-W

+ .5

(2W-2Dcos0R(optP
/

2

-D -(WWP)
-2HD

-H
.

+1 /

-2HDT Hw ) -2HD
Equation 11. Reaction rotation of left-side wheel based on trailing-armlength D, distancefrom
central tie-rod connection to verticalpivot AL WW distancefrom central tie-rod connection to
primary wheel axis, H, tie-rod length C, and central tie-rod-connection laterialoffiet l?
The wide range of possible solutions for
OL(opt)=0s+Atan(

-Ww-T)

Equation 12. Optimum characteristic
left-trailing-armangle 0 L(opt) basedon

initialtrailing-armangle Q0
radiusof curve to
centralplane of vehicle (R), distance from central tie-rodconnection to rotationalaxis AL
(W), wheelbase length (We), and
halfrack length (T).
arm angle Os, we will choose a range from
0.8 radians (45.8 degrees) to 2.6 radians
(149 degrees). With any luck, our solution
will fall within this range, for outside of it
we run the risk of two problems. First, we
might run out of available rotation room. As
the inside (left) wheel rotates, the trailing
arm gets closer to parallel to the tie rod
pushing on it. When this state is reached,
the wheel assembly will not rotate any further. Second, it may become too difficult to
steer. The momentum of the vehicle traveling along a straight path attempts to keep it
moving along that path. Steering the vehicle
involves imparting some lateral force on the
road surface which will cause the mass of
the vehicle to deviate from that straight line.
This force is transferred from the driver's
arms through the steering controls to the
steering mechanism and finally to the
wheels. The trailing-arm length provides a
certain amount of torque around the vertical
pivots AR and AL and an inordinately large
or small trailing-arm angle reduces the effective length of this moment arm. The consequent effect would be an increased
component of the force of the road being
translated to the driver's arms. The actual
quantity of this force and the amount which
is allowable is the subject of a different
paper, but suffice it to say, it is a consideration which should have some bearing on the
final configuration which is used.

2- 4 ( H 2 - C 2+ D 2+ W 2- 2 DW c Os R( pt- 2 H D s i n R(o pt )

Equation 10. Central tie-rod connection lateraloffiet (P) based on trailing-armlength (D), distancefrom central tie-rod connection to verticalpivot AR (Ww), distancefrom central tie-rod connection to primary wheel axle (H), and optimum characteristicright trailing-armangle.
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Os should also be assessed over a wide range
of possible curve radii. This would ensure
that the solution which we arrive at will
operate effectively through the full range of
wheel turn. Furthermore, it would give us
an adequate representation of the dynamic
functionability [funtionality] of all the components in the system at the extremes of
motion. We will use a range from 2 m (a
sharper curve than a tight right-hand urban
corner) to 30 m. The latter value is not the
greatest radius one might encounter, but as
we will see, when steering around very gradual turns of higher radius, the amount of
wheel-assembly rotation is so minute that
trailing-arm angle makes little difference
towards accommodation.
Table 2 gives solutions for tie-rod length
C in a sample steering system, calculated
using equation 8, across the full range of Os.
In this steering system, Ww (tie-rod lateral
dimension) = 460 mm, Wb (wheelbase
dimension) = 1070 mm, D (trailing-arm
length) = 120 mm, T (half "rack" length) =
0, and H ("rack" to primary wheel axle
dimension) = 120 mm. Also in table 2 are
values for the optimal right-wheel assembly
rotation OR(OPT),calculated using equation 9,
through both our Osand R (curve radius)
ranges. These values for C and 0 R(o,,) are
used in equation 10 to arrive at the values
for P in table 3. The table position for values of P in table 3 correspond to the table
position for values of OR(OPT) in table 2 used
in the calculation. Likewise, these values for
P and those for C in table 2 are used in
equation 11 to calculate values for oL found
in table 4. Finally, we use equation 12 to
calculate the values for 0 R(o,) in table 5.
Isolating the desired solution for 0 L is a
matter of comparing the values from table 4
with those in table 5. Where corresponding
positions in the two tables have values
which are similar, the value for Os is most
optimum for that curve radius. For this
sample steering-system configuration, a
value of 2.4 for Os is closest to optimum.
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One might notice that at higher turn radius,
there is little variation between the optimum
and reaction values for OL. As previously
mentioned, steering-system accommodation
has little effect because steered-wheel angle
deviation in the turn is so slight.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Results from the analysis of energy loss
indicate that the amount is significant
enough to merit the use of some design
modifications to compensate. When turn
radii are small, power losses can amount to
as much as 1 watt per steered wheel. In a
human-powered vehicle operating on
around 200 watts, this amount of power loss
is potentially 1% of the total output. At
higher radii, power losses are measurable, if
small. Even if this energy loss is intermittent, in such a relatively low-powered system, any power losses which can be avoided
should be.
The calculations presented for use in
determining trailing-arm angle indicate that
a single, optimum trailing-arm angle may or
may not exist for all turn radii for a particular steering system configuration. For this
example, an angle of 2.4 radians (137.5
degrees) was arrived at, though a value of
somewhat less (2.3 radians) would be more
optimal and can be determined either
through interpolation of the existing data or
through a subsequent calculation. At this
angle, wheel rotation is approximately 98%
of optimal, as opposed to 93% for an
uncompensated system (corresponding to a
value of 1.8 in tables 4 and 5).
Timothy J. Gorman
511 N. 2nd St., LeSueur, MN 56058
Timothy Gorman designed andbuilt a hybrid
solar/human-poweredcommuter vehicle as his
thesis for an MFA in IndustrialDesign at the
University of Kansas. Currently, he is a multimedia specialistand interface designerfora
computer software firm in Mankato, MN.
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Table 2. Numerical datafiom equations 8 and 9

Os (rad)

R (m)
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6

OR (opt)
7
0.66
0.86
1.06
1.26
1.46
1.66
1.86
2.06
2.26
2.46

C(cm)
37.79
39.56
41.66
43.96
46.35
48.73
51.01
53.11
54.99
56.58

2
0.39
0.59
0.79
0.99
1.19
1.39
1.59
1.79
1.99
2.19

4
0.57
0.77
0.97
1.17
1.37
1.57
1.77
1.97
2.17
2.37

(rad)
10
0.70
0.90
1.10
1.30
1.50
1.70
1.90
2.10
2.30
2.50

20
0.75
0.95
1.15
1.35
1.55
1.75
1.95
2.15
2.35
2.55

30
0.77
0.97
1.17
1.37
1.57
1.77
1.97
2.17
2.37
2.57

Table 3. Numerical data from equation 11
Os(rad)

P (cm)
R(m)2

0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6

2
2.15
3.17
3.96
4.50
4.80
4.89
4.78
4.50
4.10
3.57

4
1.51
2.04
2.44
2.69
2.80
2.80
2.69
2.49
2.23
1.91

7
1.00
1.30
1.52
1.65
1.70
1.68
1.61
1.47
1.31
1.10

10
0.74
0.95
1.10
1.19
1.22
1.21
1.15
1.05
0.93
0.78

20
0.39
0.49
0.57
0.61
0.62
0.61
0.58
0.53
0.47
0.39

30
0.27
0.34
0.39
0.41
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.35
0.31
0.26

Table 4. Numerical datafrom equation 11.
0s

eL

R(m)2
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6

2

4

7

10

20

30

1.038
1.295
1.539
1.777
2.013
2.251
2.494
2.750
3.064
**

0.973
1.195
1.412
1.625
1.836
2.048
2.260
2.471
2.691
2.921

0.918
1.127
1.333
1.538
1.742
1.946
2.151
2.354
2.561
2.767

0.889
1.094
1.297
1.500
1.702
1.905
2.107
2.308
2.512
2.714

0.848
1.049
1.251
1.451
1.652
1.853
2.054
2.253
2.455
2.654

0.833
1.034
1.235
1.435
1.635
1.836
2.036
2.235
2.436
2.636
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hydrophilic (film-forming) coating inside.
This windscreen works well in rain. A wiper
is required at night, but not by day.

U

sing MULTILAB, a universally

adjustable recumbent, various steering
geometries are investigated.The most
favored short-wheelbase configuration has a
nearly vertical steering axis with nearly
60mm trail (wheelbase 1100mm, wheel
diameter 4 00mm). Regarding steering configuration, above-seat steering is preferred to
under-seat steering, with side- lever aboveseat steering in the middle.
The next major test is on wind stability.
For this, the fully faired two-wheeler
DESIRA is fitted out with various skirts and
subjected to side blasts from a large fan and
a stationary, much more powerful airplane,
while driving by at various speeds. The fan
blast did not give any usable data. For the
experiment with the airplane, Gloger writes
(shortened): "With this second experiment,
(inexperienced) tester J.E. had an accident
with vehicle damage, so that his subjective
impressions are not usable due to his emotional load. The impressions of the experienced tester S.G. are interpretable: all
side-area enlargements to the basic configuration are negative. The worst configuration
is with additional side area high and forward. The differences are however small." In
spite of this relatively inconclusive result,
Gloger gives following recommendation
based on his personal experience: vehicles
should have generous side area forward and
low and little side area behind the rear
wheel. The center of mass should be nearer
the rear wheel than the front. This gives predictable handling in sudden side gusts.

A

further investigation is on driver com-

fort with regard to suspension, ventilation and shielding. Gloger concludes that
fully faired vehicles can be designed to provide sufficient ventilation for driver comfort,
even when climbing in summer. This short
summary, like those above, does not do justice to the thoroughness of the investigations. For example, sweating was measured
exactly by weighing the testers before and
after!
A next section is devoted to safety. As
only 8.5% of cycling accidents are due to
motor vehicles, there is a great potential for
increasing passive safety with the MAYBUG
principle: glancing deviation of forces in
collisions (hard, smooth shell), protection
from objects and road surface, getting rid of
20

kinetic energy by sliding on the road. No
experiments are offered in this direction, but
active safety principles are also discussed:
lighting, braking, predictability, driver comfort.
The rest of the book is devoted to technical specifications of DESIRA-2, conclusions, and a very comprehensive literature
list (the fact that none of the papers of one
of the reviewers is listed could be responsible
for a slight bias in this review!).
Comment: as with most scientific investigations, a great deal of work is required to produce a small amount of useful data. Gloger's
very thorough investigations have several
highlights and some surprising results, such
as the unusual steering geometry found to
be best. In general, there is not much new in
the sense that the author's and others' previous work is found to be nearly optimal,
there are no recommendations for radical
improvements, but rather many small suggestions which in their sum should allow
the design of good vehicles. Not all may
take the view that fully-faired two-wheelers
have the best chance of successful market
penetration. Against the objective advantages well-known and undisputed to insiders
are the subjective prejudices of most other
people. For example, many people perceive
such vehicles wobbling slowly uphill or
shooting quickly downhill as highly unsafe
and undesirable, and it will require many
Glogers and some star designers as well to
promote a shift in attitude. It would be
unfair to reproach Gloger for not expanding
the conceptual scope of the investigation; on
the contrary he has been very successful at
expanding the narrow path of most PhD
work into something of public interest and
getting his work published in a readable and
attractive book. It is however hoped that
this work can be continued by other students to include other concepts such as multitrack vehicles. The investigation of linear
pedalling should also be expanded to
include other mechanisms: this alone would
be enough material for a single PhD. A
major accomplishment of Stefan Gloger is
that he has shown us how to conduct a successful interdisciplinary investigation and
that he has us all thinking!

TRANSLATED
TEXTS FROM THE BOOK
Keywords: Acceptance, safety, vehicle-usage,
ergonomics, stress-perception, handling
characteristics, suspension geometry, envi-
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ronmental conditions.
Abstract: In order to improve humanpowered vehicles and to transform them
into lightweight vehicles with weather-protection, payload capacity and better passive
safety, a systems-analysis was performed,
considering human factors, traffic planning,
design and mechanical engineering.
Knowledge gaps in the fields of drive-train,
rider modes of perception, suspension
geometries, steering design and environmental conditions such as sidewind,
vibrations and heat research, were filled by
experiments on the road and in the
laboratory.
Several physical parameters were measured and the test riders rated their subjective impressions. The conclusions from
these investigations were used to design the
prototype-vehicle DESIRA-2.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1 Perspectives in the use of lightweight vehicles and their significance for society
1.1 Definition of vehicle designations
1.2 Civil-engineering perspective
1.3 Perspective for vehicle design
1.4 Ecological perspective
1.5 Economical perspective
1.6 Ergonomic perspective including safety
1.7 Deduction of the main hypothesis:
enhancement of HPV-aceptance and -safety
1.8 Resulting design-task
2 Theoretical and experimental analysis of
the lightweight vehicle as a system
2.1 The everyday lightweight vehicle
2.2 Statistics of vehicle-usage
2.3 Own statistics about HPVs
2.4 Design of a test-vehicle for ergonomic
investigations
2.5 Precise definition of the main hypothesis: enhancement of HPV-acceptance and
safety
3 Concept of the measurements during the
experimental investigations
3.1 Measurement of the loads
3.2 Description of the test-rider population
3.3 Performance measurements
3.4 Stress measurements
4 Experiments
4.1 The driving task
4.2 The steering task
4.3 Environmental conditions
4.4 Theoretical and preliminary investigations about passive safety
5 Vehicle design following the example of
DESIRA-2
5.1 Technical restrictions
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5.2 Functionality
5.3 Solutions for different tasks
5.4 The final concept
6 Abstract
7 References
Other vehicles resulting from this work
are DESIRA-2 and the modular DESIRA.
The latter is a vehicle to be distributed in
kit-form: first, one buys a basic vehicle, to
which additional parts may be added at a
later time for incremental costs. Now, Stefan
Gloger is looking for a producer of the
modular DESIRA. Additionally, he is
willing to consult professionally on HPV
projects.
Dr. Stefan Gloger, Steinackerstr. 14, D-64285
Darmstadt, Germany.
(IHPVA members can alsopurchase Glogers
book from him directlyfor about 1/3 price, as
long as stocks last.)
The HPV-researchat the technical university of
Darmstadtis now the responsibiltyof the university's solar-vehicle group:
AKASOL, c/o Institutfiir Elektromechanische
Konstruktion, Merckstrasee 25, D-64283
DarmstadtGermany
See: http://www-emk. e-technik. thdarmstadt.de/ akasol/efahrrad.htm
THE BICYCLE
by Pryor Dodge
published by Flammarian,Paris e&New York
(reviewed by Dave Wilson)
"The Bicycle" is a large, handsome history book, full of beautiful close-up and fullmachine color photographs. The jacket
photograph alone is a masterpiece, showing
a ten-speed oscillating-crank drive of c.
1905, with every important detail clear.
(This is a drive that people continually "reinvent".) Almost every page also carries
delightful thumb-nail illustrations, some
quirky, some amazing, always informative.
The book has a wide sweep, starting with
running machines and ending with HPVs
(full-page photos of Mike Burrows and
Mark Drela, and small shots of the Cheetah
and others) and a review of modern bicycling groups, resources and the like. The history is accurate in general. Most books on
bicycling history are not. Derek Roberts,
founder of the (Southern) Veteran-Cycle
Club, has published a book called "Cycling
history - myths and queries", and every new
book purporting to give something on bicycling history is followed by Derek's correction sheets added to his own book. I believe
that the list will be short for this book.
Human Power

There are minor errors. Pryor Dodge is
"a classical musician and aspiring Argentinetango dancer", not a historian nor an engineer. Most of my quibbles concern what
seem to be anachronisms. Bangladesh is
referred to for a period before the nation
was formed. The Ariel bicycle of 1872 is
stated to have been made "completely of
steel": steel was still an expensive and rather
exotic metal at that time. The frame of Rene
Olivier's bicycle of 1868 is claimed to have
been drop-forged, a highly unlikely procedure. The sketch generally suspected of
being fraudulent of something like a modern bicycle by a pupil of Leonardo da Vinci
is accepted as fact. The author will irritate
Scots, Welsh and some Ulster people by
constantly referring to Britain as "England".
On the other hand, I learned a great deal
of interesting background and detail. I did
not know that there was strong antipathy in
Germany towards velocipedes. Or antipathy
between users of tricycles and bicycles in
1882 in Britain, based mainly on class differences. The Bicycle Touring Club had
16,000 members in 1885, mainly in the US
and Canada. Colonel Pope funded instruction in road engineering at MIT and
Harvard. The Tour de France was started as
a result of the Dreyfuss affair, by one of two
rival newspapers - printed on yellow paper.
Hence the yellow jerseys.
All this and much more is fascinating to
me, and it has to be to you. This lovely and
informative book is equally at home on the
shelves of the HPV enthusiast and on the
coffee tables in elegant homes. It will spread
knowledge of and goodwill towards our
craft.

1997 BUYER'S GUIDE
RECUMBENT CYCLIST NEWS
(reviewed by Dave Wilson)
This is Bob Bryant's sixth and by far the
best of his annual eagerly anticipated buyer's
guides. It is packed with information that is
presented in useful and readable forms. It
has a glossy cover and pages of company
advertisements. At the beginning a summary page of 1997 recumbents lists 32 manufacturers, mostly US and UK, and about
125 individual models listed by price in the
short-wheelbase (SWB), LWB, CLWB, tandem, and trike-quad categories. The details
of these models are given in the inside
pages: generally 23 lines of information on
each model, from the gear range to the seat
Volume 12 Number 4, Spring 1997

and frame material, three-to-six listings per
page depending on photograph availability
and advertisements. Where full information
couldn't be obtained, photographs and comments are given where possible, for instance
of several German makes and models. Other
sections have homebuilder ideas, recumbent
accessories and upgrades, and "contacts,
parts and supplies".
The Buyers Guide is an impressive testament to the vitality of our industry. The
products are a long way from the "sameness"
of automobile offerings. BG is essential
reading for anyone contemplating buying a
recumbent. That person will get guidance
on the relative advantages and disadvantages
of the various wheelbase lengths, above-seat
and underseat steering, slung and padded
seats, and so on. Its pages make one's mouth
water. BG is both promoting an industry
and is bringing about competition, to the
benefit of all. Bob and Marilyn Bryant are
to be praised and thanked.
The buyer's guide is sent as part of the
subscription to Recumbent Cyclist News,
published six times per year, $30 for thirdclass mailing, $42 for first-class mailing, in
the US, and $60 for foreign airmail. P.O.
Box 58755, Renton, WA 98058-1755,
USA; DrRecumbnt@aol.com

ENCYCLEOPEDIA 4: THE INTERNATIONAL BUYERS' GUIDE TO
ALTERNATIVES IN CYCLING.
by Alan Davidson and Jim McGurn
Published by Open Road, Ltd.
(reviewed by Dave Wilson)
This beautiful book is a celebration of
the vigor and enterprise of cycling of all
forms-except the strictly traditional. The
editors look for useful unusual examples of
different cycles. They present a short essay
on each device and on its originator(s).
High-quality colored photos adorn every
page. There are 147 pages devoted to city
bikes, portables (folders), family bikes
(tandems and trailers and other means for
involving children), touring, load-carrying,
velomobiles, racing, recumbents, and mountain bikes, plus accessories and mobility
aids. It comes with a good video of several
of the machines in action, which is very
helpful for someone thinking of buying
without having (usually) a chance to try it
out first.
Encycleopedia could be described as a coffee-table book. That would be a tribute to
21

its quality, not a disparagement. It is expensive to produce. The authors/editors make it
refreshingly clear that it is produced as a
partnership with the manufacturers. They
help to shoulder part of the cost. It is not,
therefore, Consumer Reports for alternative
bicycling. We rely on the integrity of the
editors that they would not invite the participation of anyone making a shoddy product.
Their enthusiasm for the machines and
devices that they have included is obvious,
and their reputation and integrity are in no
danger. It is not intended to be a comprehensive book. Some manufacturers are listed
one year, others in another year, still others,
perhaps making magnificent machines, not
at all. Life is short, space is limited: let us
glory in what we have here presented to us.
Encycleopedia 4 and the video, including
postage, are 13.50pounds in the UKand
$22. 00 in the US ($22.80 in Canadaand
Mexico): sales@bikecult.demon.co.uk, or (US)
dylan@bikeculture.com and many other agents.
A German edition is also available.

LETTERS
TOOTHED-BELT TRANSMISSIONS
from Theo Schmidt
I have been using toothed belts everywhere I could, because they work so well
and don't require lubrication. I use a type
called HTD (High Torque Drive) made by
Continental and companies like Uniroyal
and Gates, which use round teeth and can
apparently handle greater forces than the
old.fashioned trapezoidal-tooth design.
These come in metric sizes with 3, 5, 8, and
14-mm pitches. I use the 3 and 5-mm sizes.
The 3-mm size is really thin and flexible,
so you usually need a wide belt (25mm) to
transmit human-type torques (the limiting
factor is always the smaller cog.). The 5-mm
pitch is more robust and I use this where
width and cost is a factor, as then a 15-mmwide belt is usually sufficient. I am not certain which is more efficient, the wide thin
belt or the narrow thicker belt. The
Continental belts are made of rubber with a
Kevlar or somesuch tension member. Gates
also makes a belt called Poly Chain GT with
a polyurethane/Kevlar combination. I havn't
used this, but according to their catalog, this
is superior to Power-Grip and even metal
chain in power density, i.e. in torque transferable to a cog of a fixed diameter and fixed
width at a fixed speed. The tooth shape of
this belt is similar to that of metal cog22
22

wheels. It comes in 8 and 14 -mm pitch.
Other makes use a polyurethane/steel combination.
The smaller cogs are easily made oneself
by buying a length of aluminium profile
with the required number of teeth and parting/turning down on a lathe. The biggest
job is attaching or even making the flanges,
which are necessary on the smaller cog,
unless a stationary guide or an idler with
flanges is used.
The larger cogs are also easily made from
plywood (which must be very accurately
sawn or turned, e.g. on an electric drill) and
attached to pedal cranks. They don't always
require teeth or flanges. If teeth are required,
they are easily made by waxing the belt,
applying runny epoxy putty to the disc, and
wrapping the belt around, thus casting the
teeth in two stages. If you do this, you have
to get the diameter just right so that the
teeth meet. Or use two discs of different
diameters: one is the "chainwheel", the
other the flange, and insert a few nails as
occasional teeth.
I have used such drives extensively on
boats (advantage: no rust) and hybrid vehicles (advantage: no oil) and they work well
if you design more or less by the book
(available from the manufacturers). This
means getting the relationships among belt
dimensions, belt tension, torque, and smallcog diameter right. This is a bit more tricky
than using chain, and such drives have the
disadvantage of not being able to part the
belt or use derailleurs or oval chainwheels.
Also, practically no eccentricity is tolerable,
unless a powerful belt tensioner is used. The
efficiency is probably comparable to chain,
but slightly less in average conditions.
The major disadvantage of using belts is
that each job requires a certain belt and you
end up with an expensive collection of different lengths, widths, and even pitches.
The manufacturers don't help by inventing
new systems every few years, which are
incompatible with each other.

CVT BELTS
I used to drive a DAF 33 car, which had
two independent CVT belt drives for each
rear wheel. This was better for traction than
either a differential or a locked differential.
Also you couldn't get stuck if a belt parted,
not that this ever happened to me. I later
had a DAF 46, which unfortunately had a
single belt and a differential. Both these cars
were really easy to drive and had very good
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mileage (under 5 liters gasoline per 100
km). The belts were controlled by a kind of
mechanical analog computer consisting of
centrifugal weights, springs, and vacuum
cylinders with valving.
I think this system was ideal for cars and
it is unfortunate that the power-mad public
didn't take to such vehicles, forcing DAF to
discontinue making cars. I believe they still
make trucks, but without CVTs. I think the
system is probably just a bit too inefficient
for an HPV application, mainly at the
extreme ratios which would be required.
I have seen the Conrad CVT unit: this is
a tiny high-speed device of no use at all
except with high-speed motors.
Theo Schmidt <tschmidt@mus.ch>
from William Volk
There is a study that compared motorcycle toothed belts to chains - and showed
belts to be a bit more efficent (anyone know
of the details?).
The real issue isn't ideal conditions, but a
toothed belt with some hub transmission vs.
bike chain (as dirty as a typical bike's) with
derailleur gearing.
I know it's been suggested that you could
build a derailleur-based toothed-belt design,
but I think it isn't as simple as it seems. I
think you would destroy the belt when
engaging and disengaging it. You would
need a complex mechanism to remove and
apply tension to the belt during shifting as
well as some clutching of the cogs.
I do have a idea for a totally toothed-belt
transmission that might work. You basically
mimic a synchromesh transmission. Have a
series of toothed belts and "cogs" on two
shafts. Have a synchro engage a particular
cog (on the shaft) for a particular ratio. I've
seen that done for chain-driven applications
(the "Bike Car" from the '70s had a fourspeed like this). You would mount this
somewhere between the chainring and the
rear cog, a la an intermediate gearing, which
might be a good thing for a laid-back geometry. The key to this is that the toothed belts
and cogs always remain synchronized, and
therefore in "synchromesh".
William Volk <bill_volk@qmail.lightspan.com>
from Dave Wilson
I fitted a toothed-belt drive to my
Moulton (with a Sturmey-Archer FM hub
gear) 25 years ago, and it was pretty good
(pp 288-9 in Bicycling Science). I wish that I
had persisted with it. Theo Schmidt is correct when he stated that the smaller cog is
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the limiting one. I used a 25-mm width but
did get some belt slipping when I stood on
the pedals up hills. A higher belt tension
would have helped. I cast the front cog in a
rubber mould using polyester resin and a
worn-out TA aluminum chainwheel. That
larger cog was quite light and worked well.
Dave Wilson <dgwilson@mit.edu>
Theo Schmidt's
response to Clark Higgins
Clark Higgins wrote: "I'll bet that all your
objections could be resolved with about 3
ozs. of integrated circuits."
Clark Higgins, you are quite correct.
However, 8 5g of Power MOSFETS are still
quite expensive. A 100-amp controler chip
doesn't consist of a single device, but of
hundreds of smaller MOSFETS on a single
wafer all connected in parallel. By the time
you add the peripherals it makes a few hundred dollars. Cheap controlers like those
used for electric model aircraft may
have the required amperage on paper; in
practice they only last a few seconds,
because the surge protection is missing. But
I agree with you: recuperative braking certainly is nice.
Regards, Theo

EDITORIALS
New beginnings
We apologize for the long delay in the
publication of this issue. By the time that it
reaches you much of it will be a year late.
We have had some problems within the
IHPVA and with its relations with HPV groups
worldwide. A prestigious international reorganization committee of twelve has been carrying out long and remarkably harmonious
discussions almost entirely by e-mail,
presided over with great competence and
sensitivity by Carole Leone. As I write this in
February 1997, agreement is almost complete and the final touches to the committee's recommendations are being made. If
the IHPVA board accepts the recommendations we should be able to look forward to a
new and vigorous lease of life for the HPV
movement. We will owe a debt of profound
gratitude to a group of dedicated people who
have devoted a great deal of their spare time
deliberating in what seems to me to be an
extraordinary demonstration of how the new
electronic technology can solve very difficult
Human Power
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problems. These problems were slated for
discussion in 1995 in Lelystad, but a quorum of the IHPVA and of the other organizations could not be assembled for various
reasons. High travel costs, individually paid,
were an important factor. But it is doubtful
that more than a start could have been
made at resolving complex issues in a oneevening meeting.
Meanwhile the IHPVA board gave Human
Power a degree of at-least-temporary independence, allowing us to resume publication
before any new arrangements to the overall
organization are brought about. Moreover, I
was allowed to accept an offer from Jean
Seay, who earlier edited and produced HPV
News, to take over layout, production and
possibly distribution. This will be a great
relief to me. I hadn't entirely realized what
an effort layout was until I took over that
task a few years ago in order, I thought, to
improve the publication. Small errors had
crept in because of the difficult communications that resulted from the editor, the layout
person and the production group being in
three widely separated states. With the
arrival of e-mail and the Internet, those problems should be negligible. Jean Seay has
much more experience at publication production than I, has better hardware and software, and a great deal of energy and
enthusiasm. I look forward to a new era for
Human Power.
The longer-term future depends on you,
our readers, and on the new organization.
Various models for future arrangements have
been suggested and discussed. We are
ready for anything!
Warmth from the UCI
Les Earnest of Stanford negotiated articles of alliance between the IHVPA and the
USA Cycling Federation in 1980 that were
ratified by both organizations in August of
that year. The new parent body representing
(conventional) competitive cycling is the USA
Cycling Board (over the USCF, NORBA and
USPRO), and it is ready to negotiated new
articles of alliance proposed again by Les
Earnest, who is that wonderfully valuable
person: someone holding an official position
in competitive cycling but who appreciates
the virtues of unconventional HPVs. We hope
that whatever new body arises from the
IHPVA will act swiftly to accept his offer of
diplomacy.
Meanwhile Peter Ross of Britain (manufacturer of a successful line of HPVs and a
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valuable member of the reorganization committee) received a very warm response from
someone in the world cycling governing body,
the UCI, to a letter suggesting that the IHPVA
or its succeeding organization and the UCI
discuss possible collaboration in some
areas.
We have everything to gain from such
communications and collaboration. I have
been persuaded by reasonable people that it
is unreasonable to complain that cycling's
governing bodies have established rules in
the past that outlawed recumbents and
faired machines. They had and have every
right to set their own rules. We can and
should try to see how we could come closer
together.
Germany leads?
Two reviews in this issue show how much
recumbents and HPVs have been accepted
among regular German bicyclists and academics. Another sign is an article in the
July/August 1996 edition of "aktiv
Radfahren" ("Active bicycling") reported on
the hpv@ihpva.org list by Brian Passingham.
Fifteen pages were devoted to recumbents,
starting with the top ten recumbent questions, answered by Gunnar Fehlau (author of
DAS LIEGERAD-the recumbent). Then there
were longer reviews of three recumbents and
shorter reviews of ten others. Brian reports
that the article closed with an anti-recumbent piece, apparently for an appearance of
balance, by someone who stated that the
seating position was like that required of
patients by gynecologists; that recumbent
riders act as members of a cult; and that if
recumbents were any good they would have
succeeded long ago.
In the same month a magazine for bicycle
dealers in the US, American Bicyclist, had an
article by Joshua Ramos "Don't let prejudice
squelch recumbent service." It started
"What do most bike mechanics do when
someone wheels in a knee-high mile-long
two- or three-wheeled lawn chair of a recumbent and asks for service? Traditionalists
may start snickering or make themselves
scarce. The curious gather 'round to see just
what kind of ingenuity went into the design.
Enthusiasts want to try it out...." The author
concludes, "there's a lot of hope that the situation will improve, especially as more progressive shops embrace these unique cycles
for the advantages they offer.... Welcome
the unusual.... Nourish this market, and let
it enrich the shop's business."
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